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INTRODUCTION 
While preparin!1, the master's recital the writer had three major 
objectives: a desire to perform music from the most importa nt 
periods of clarinet Literature; to demonstrate characteristic inter-
pretations of music of each period including styles of phrasing and 
various types of articulation; to demonstrate the abi l ity to control 
various technical, dynamic, a nd tone production problems on the 
clarinet. 
Th<' objectives of this paper are to trace briefly the historical 
dcvC' lopmcnt of the c larinct; to give a short history of each composer 
whose works we're involved in the recital; to give an analylical 
review of each movement, including form and major themes; and to 
presenl some of the technical and interpretive problems of each 
movement, and solutions to them. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE CLARINET 
In the performances of operas and ora torios during the early 
purL of the eighteenth- ce ntu ry one might hear very high pitched 
sounds comi ng from the woodwind sect ion of the a rches tra. These 
sounds came from ins trume nt s Less than a foo t Long, which read notes 
in the treble clef. These small instruments were referred to as 
Chalumeaux . 
In France during the seventee n th-ce ntury the word Cha lumeaux 
meant bagpipe chanter, or simply pipe. 1 This Fre nch Chalumeaux was 
made of cor n stalk, and had three finger-holes . Even though the 
name and structure indicate French origin, no link ca n be direc tly 
trac0d between France a nd th0 Chalumea ux used in the first quarte r 
of Lhl' c·ightccnth - century. ln its simpl<"st form the Chalumeaux i s a 
cane pip<' eight to nine inch C"s l o ng with a bore f iftee n millime ters 
in diame l er, producing fundamentals g to g ' '. This prtmitive 
in::;trumcnt consists of six tone holes equally 3 paced on one side of 
the cane. On the opposite side of the cane near the top another 
hole is found. A sma ll slit in the top portion of the cane became 
t he source of sound production for the instrument. This small slit 
became known as a reed . 
J. C. De nner, an instrume nt make r liv ing in Nuremburg, began to 
re fine the Cha lumeaux. De nner's Chalumeaux consisted of seven tone 
1Baines , Woodwind Instruments and Their History, p . 295. 
) 
hates and a replaceable cane reed tied at one e nd to a wooden mouth-
piec e. Late r Denner increased the capacity of the instrument by 
adding two additional keys , one near the top in front of the instru-
ment, and the other opposite it in the back, similar to present day 
register and~ keys. 
Musicia ns called this form of the Chalumeaux a Calandrone, 
mea ning a lark. 2 The usual tessitura of this instrument is from f' 
to b' ' . or in some cases to c' ' . The range is made possible by the 
new register key found at the back of the instrument . By playing 
t he fundamental note f' and then opening the key at the back of the 
instrumenL c' ' a twelfth higher will sound. It is this unique char-
acteris t ic that made the Chalumeaux such a popular instrument. It 
must also be noted that this fundamentaL register of f' to c • ' on 
al l s ubsequent c larinets became known as the Chalumeaux register . 
Again Denner increased the size of the Chalumeaux to twice the 
size of the original. De nner also added an oboe like be ll to the 
e nd of the Cha lumeaux , and a bane l to the top. It is this type of 
Chalumeaux that historia ns call the two keyed clarinet . 
Figure 3 shows the various two key clarinets being produced 
between the years 1720 and 1750 . Note the similarities in the 
mouthpiece, barrel, and bell. 
Shortly after 1750 several improvements were made in the clari-
net, the first being the elongation of the bell. A~· key was added 
to the right side of the instrument to give the performer a more 
2Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their History, p. 296. 
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Figure l. Parts of clarioet introduced by Deaner 
l. Mouthpiece: Where reed is fastened. 
2. Barrel: Used to lengthen or shorten instrument slightly for 
pitch purposes. 
3. Main joint or body: Section where tone holes are placed . 
4. Bell: Used for projection of sound, and to lower the pitch of 
the instrument. 
5. First key added to the clarinet by Denner. 
6. Second key added to the clarinet by Denner. Key is not 
visible in this picture . 
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t' ') A t: 
Figure 2. Des ignation of notes . 
EARLY CLARI:-:ETS 
d. German 
(High A) J key• . Munich 19 
b. Klruig 
(C) l: Key1. Si.oc\r.holm I~ I 
c. Scl1trer 
{D} l: kcy1, Jarsrc bore, ivory R.C.M. 
d. Linduer 
(A) 3 keys. Brunei• 913 
t. ]. Dtm~r 
(C) 2 ktyt. Druttelt 9U 
f. Willems 
(A) 4 kcyt. DNMtll 919 
g. Schtre.r 
(D) 3 keys. Bruuel• 924 
Figure 3. Examples of two key clarinets. 
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co nv~nicnt way to play this note. An E-flat key to the right side 
and a c-sharp k~y to the left side of the instrument we re added to 
incn.'ll!H' Lht· technical capacities of the instrumc>nt. This five key 
insll"umcnt became known as the Classical ClarincL. 3 
Betwee n the years l770 and l800 the two most fr equently used 
clarinets were built in the keys of B flat and C. The~ clarinet 
was rarely built as a separat e instrument. Instead, the body of the 
B flat instrument was made in two removable joints, middle and lower . 
Tra nspos iL i on could be done by mere ly removing the middle joint of 
the B flat c larinet, and replacing it with the~ joint. 
The bore of these B flat and c c larincts measured only from 
thirtCC'n or fourteen mill i mete r s , a s compared to fif teen or more 
mill imct <' rs of t oday. Moutllpicccs of these instruments were made of 
<•bolty or boxwood. The mout hpieces w •rc small und pointed with a 
11arrow tape r ed ope ning a nd a very long lay. 4 The reed was of the 
same nature, s ma ll and narrow , and tied to the mouthpiece with a 
st ring. The instrument was thought to have been playable in two 
different manners. The first by having the mouthpiece rest on the 
lowe r teeth, and the reed supported by the uppe r lip, and teeth. 
The second is just opposite, and is the manner used by most players 
today. 
" In l806 Ivan Muller und e rtook the task of rebuilding the 
clarinet . M~ller's intentions were to further increase the technica l 
)Figure 4. 
4 Ibid. 
Figure 4. Classical clarinet. 
l . B' key, left side . 
2 . E flat key, right side . 
3 . C sharp key, left side . 
4. Elongation of bell; compare with Figure 3. 
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Foo. 72 . C/oartfar jiON- or si:r-uytd <i;inet. Tht left thumb (Th) 
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aisc opau tiu sp.ai:trkty (Sp. ). 
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h<rt diff<r widtly. 
Figure 5 . Fingering chart for five keyed clarinet. 
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capabilities of the instrument, to es tablish a uniform qual ity of 
tone, and a more stable pitch throughout the entire range. Again 
the instrument was Le ngthened, and numerous keys we re added to the 
" tubular body. Within two decades Mull er 's system had been accepted 
by most clarine tists. 
" /\bout tlw time Mull<'r's system was acce pted , Theobald Boehm 
came out with his invention of the Boehm Flute. Many people were 
aware of the similarities of the flute and clarinet, and experiment-
ing began to find ways to transfer ideas from the Boehm Flute to the 
clarinet. Acoustically a nd structurally the instruments are differ-
e nt. However, the use of key rings and the fingering system of the 
Boehm Flute were adaptable to the clarinet. 
Til e sta ndard mod e l Boe hm Clarin!'t has 24 ton<' holes, 17 keys, 
und 6 ri n f\~- 'l'h~ thrc!' lowt'r k<'ys a r E' duplicat<'cl, there the notes 
t· /b' -nalural, f / c", and f-sharp/c"-sharp can conveniently be played 
on ei th e r side of the> lowe r portion of t he i nstrume nt. Tril l keys 
for the notes f'-sha rp, b'-flat, and c' we re placed on the right 
hand s id e of the middl e joint . 
Today's clarinet belongs in the woodwind family with the flute, 
oboe, and bassoon, and acoustically is considered as a member of the 
s ingle reed group in that family . There is, however, a marked dif -
ferencc between the clarinet and the other instruments in the wood-
wind family . While the other instruments over-blow at the octave, 
the c larinet over-blows at the twelfth. This acoustical phenomenon 
is found in stopped organ pipes. The clarinet respo nds in a similar 
manner, and produces fundamental notes one octave lower than conical 
tubes of the same length. 
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XII. CLAIUNt:T, OTHU. MOOit:U 
Le/1 tu right : 1, Ab cbrinct, Rnmpo"~• lhowing adaptation of ~m~i-ft.dl ...,_ 
sp;tcm to tht: smilllcst darinct: a, full ~hm, Orsi,· 5· Schmklt R,f.,.,....le• 
clarinet (A). Sc-hmidt, Afll11nlteim (the: vt:nt hole in the bcU P brouctu out In dlll'prPu 
by a white- &pOt); 4, simple syte.cm (Alben~.-.-.... ~ 
- .... . _,., 
Figure 6. Modern clarinets . 
to 
n 
XIII . Cl.Aal,..tn', OTIIU MOUU.S (CJONll:oiUW) 
1, Clinton modd (A), Boolty,· 1, Vlc:nm1 ..Unde-miNnt~dt:l (1... Wluh, Vienna Phil· 
harmonic Orcheatn.), KoAUm; .!• Oehler •ystem, Jlec•• l (Uwwit~t: ch:mu:tcr i.nic Ge-rman 
-til .... on rud with Kring) ; f • • ..u.l aocN 
Fi gure 7 . Modern clarinets . 
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About the composer 
KONCERT t:S OUR 
by 
Frantisck Krammer, Op. 36 
Frantisck Krammer (also spelled Kramar) was born in Kamenicc 
bci Trcbic. Moravia, in 1759 . In 1785 Krammer left his home land 
and obtained employment in different chapel choirs in Hungary. 
Later Krammer settled in Vienna, and in 1818 became court composer 
of the Austrian-Hungary court. 
KrommC'r accompanied Kaiser Franz l on trips to lla ly and 
France. During these trips Kronuner received great recognition and 
honors. He was honorary member of the Hi Lon and Paris Conserva-
tories, and Viennese Society of Friends of Music. 
Death came to the composer in 1831 in Vienna. Three hundred 
compositions are accredited to the composer, of which the last 
majority were instru1nental wo)rks. Koncert Es Dur, printed in 1803, 
belongs to his best works. 
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KONCERT ES OUR 
by 
Frantisek Krammer, Op . 36 
About the first movement 
The first movement is of the Sonata Allegro form, using three 
major Lhemes. 
The development scclion briefly states theme A, and then 
proc~cds to state and develop two new themes (developmental themes 
X and Y). 
13 
Melodies Contour and 
Measures Form ~layed by Kev structure Accom2animent 
Piano 
Ex~osition 
l-12 Theme A, Orchestra E-flat Major Ascending Alberti Bass 
Figure 8 
dominant rhythm 
12 - 24 Closing Orchestra E-flat Major Fast moving Repeated 
section passages, thirds 
Theme A generally ascending 
40 - 51 Theme B, Orchestra E-flat Major No noticeable Alberti Bass 
Figure 9 ascent or descent 
Clarinet 
Exeos it ion 
52-63 Theme A varied Clarinet E-flat Major Ascending Full chords 
Figure 10 
64 - 71 Theme A varied Clarinet E-flat Major Fast rhythm ic Harmony same 
passages ascending as measures 
l-12 ' rhythm 
is changed 
72-81 Transitional Clarinet, and g minor Generally ascending Full chords 
or closing orchestra f, m moving in an 
section dominant rhythm eighth note 
pattern 
~ 
~ 
Measures 
82-88 
89-96 
98-111 
112-131 
132-146 
147 -161 
Form 
Theme B 
varied 
Theme B 
varied, 
Figure 11 
Theme C, 
first time 
used, 
Figure 12 
Transition 
Development 
Section 
Me J.od ies 
played by 
Clarinet 
Clarinet 
Clarinet 
Ornamentation 
Theme A stated Orchestra 
and extended by 
ornamentation 
Developmental 
theme X, 
Figure 13 
Orchestra 
Key 
E-flat Major 
E- flat Major 
b-flat minor 
E-flat Major 
E- flat Najor 
measure 132-
136. b-flat 
minor measure 
137 - 147 
1. 147-157 
B- flat Major 
2. 158- 160 
g minor 
3 . 161 cadence 
B-fla t Major 
Contour and 
structure 
Descending 
)))-)-,1 
rhythmic pattern 
Rhythm and 
melody change 
Descends then 
ascends 
Descends to 122 
Ascending 
Ascending 
AccompaniC!ent 
Scale wise 
pattern 
descending 
Harmony same 
as measure 
82-88 
Syncopated 
rhythm by 
fu 11 chord 
Repeated 
thirds 
Alberti Bass 
Eighth note 
pattern using 
fu 11 chords 
:1elodies Contour and 
Measures Form 2 la:ied b:i Ke:i structure Accom2animent 
l62-l69 Closing Orchestra l. l62 - l65 Descending Half no t es 
section to B- flat Major over sixteenth 
developmental 2. l66-l68 note 
Theme X g minor Alberti Bass 
3. 169 cadence 
B- flat Majo r 
l70-l77 Developmental Clari ne t B-flat Major Ascending Full cho rds 
Theme Y, part using eighth 
l, Figure l4 note patte rn 
l78-l85 Developmental Clarinet B-flat Maj or Ascending Full chords 
Theme Y, part using e i gh th 
l, varied note pattern 
l86-l93 Developmental Clarinet b-flat minor Descend ing Full chords 
Theme Y, part using eighth 
2, Figure 15 not e pat tern 
194-209 Closing section Clari net l. l94-l99 Taken from 
to Developmental b-flat minor Developmental 
Theme Y; and 2. 200-209 Theme, part 2 
transitional c minor 
material to 
development of 
Developmental 
Theme X 
210 - 225 Developmental Clarinet f minor Descending Full chord 
Theme X, using quarter 
Figure 16 note pat tern 
'"' 
~le lod ies Contour and 
Measures Form elayed by Key structure AccomEaniment 
225-238 Developmenta l Varied with b-flat minor Ascending Full chords 
Theme X segments using quarter 
passed around note pattern 
between 
clarinet and 
piano parts 
238 - 253 Closing Orchestra E-flat Major Descending Alberti Bass 
section to 
Development 
section 
Reca2itulation 
254-265 Theme A Clarinet E-flat Najor Ascending Full chords 
using eighth 
note pattern 
266-273 Theme A Clarinet E-flat Major Fast moving Full chords 
varied passages using eighth 
ascending note pat tern 
274 - 282 Trans it iona l Clarinet c minor Ascending Full chords 
material using eighth 
resembling note pattern 
portions of 
Theme B 
Measures 
283-290 
291-298 
299-312 
313-328 
329-340 
Form 
Theme B 
Theme B 
varied 
Variation 
Theme C 
Closing 
section to 
recapitulation 
Me 1od ies 
p 1ayed by 
Clarinet 
Clarinet 
C 1a r inet 
Clarinet 
Orchestra 
Key 
l. 283-286 
E-flat Major 
2. 287-290 
b-flat minor 
E-flat Major 
b - flat minor 
E-flat Najor 
E- flat Major 
Contour and 
structure 
Descending 
Ascending 
Similar in mood 
and structure to 
Theme C but melody 
different 
Ascending with a 
lot of 
ornamentation 
Descending 
Accompaniment 
Eighth note 
pat tern 
moving in 
thirds 
Full chords 
using eighth 
note pat tern 
Syncopated 
rhythm with 
full chords 
Fu 11 chords 
using eighth 
note pattern 
Alberti Bass 
KON(ewr es 7JUR 
· pro klari~l a orr~IIr 
KONZ8R'T es 'DUR 
1·~-0wlt.rtw 
Figure 8. Theme A. 
1!:·· :; 
I 
Figure 9. Theme B. 
Figure LO. Theme A varied. 
Figure LL. Theme B varied. 
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F igure l3. Developmental theme X. 
Figure l4. Developmental theme Y. 
e:~=. ;r~;~v=:-:·~ ... ;: ~ 
Ei!tSi ::j 1r:!: j.:;! 
Figure lS. Developmental theme Y. par t 2 . 
N 
N 
Figure l6. Developmental themt X. 
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KONCERT ES OUR 
by 
Frantisek Krammer, op . 36 
Abou l the second moveme nt 
The second movement is basicaLly a three part form, with no 
l'X L<'ns ive dcvc lopment of t hemes. Theme A is the domi nant theme. 
Tht• ope ning two measures of theme B are ve ry simiLar to theme A, 
buL afLer those two measures theme B proc eeds in a different direc-
Lion. Two primary elements for both themes A and B are found in the 
piano (orchestra) i ntroduction t o the movement . The rhythmic motif 
( } . j } . P) is us ed as an accompaniment pattern , and the trill 
figurc 5 is used to give a feeling of leading to a cadence, but only 
twicc docs it actually lead to a definite cadence. 
5Figure 17 . 
Me l.od ies Contour and 
Measures Form Ela:z:ed b:t Ke:t s true ture Accom£!animent 
Introduction 
l-2 Introductory Orchestra c minor Ascending by leap Eighth note 
element A, 
.h. ) pat tern, Figure 17 moving in 
thirds 
2-8 Introductory Orchestra c minor ~~< -- Eighth note 
element 8, J .FJ pattern, 
Figure 17 moving in 
thirds 
9-12 Introductory Orchestra c minor Descending Fu 11 chords 
eLement A, using 
Figure 17 variation of 
introductory 
element A 
Section I 
13-20 Theme A Clarinet c minor Descending Full chords 
Figure 18 using eighth 
note patt ern 
21-24 Theme A, Clarinet c minor Asce nd ing- Quarter note 
extended descending, and eighth 
Figure 18 finally ascending note pattern 
24-36 Closing Clarinet 1. 25-30 Fast ascending Full chords 
port ion to c-minor using eighth 
Section I 2. 30-36 note pattern 
E-f la t Major ..., V> 
Melodies Contour and 
Measures Form ela:ted b:z! Key structure Accom2animent 
Section II 
37-44 Theme B, Clarinet E-flat Major Ascending Full chords 
Figure l9 using eighth 
note pattern 
45-52 Closing Clarinet c minor Ascending Full chords 
portion to plays broken using sixteenth 
Section II port ions of note pattern 
theme B 
Section Ill 
53-60 Theme A Clarinet c minor Descending Full chords 
using eighth 
note pattern 
6l-66 Coda l. Clarinet c minor Descending Eighth note 
plays fragments pattern 
of theme A 
2. Orchestra 
ends Coda by 
playing an 
augmentation 
of theme B 
[[ 
~ t ~ :-:t:: ;~ ~ 
, ----
Figure l7. Introductory elements A and B. 
. r : ,;.....,: ~ 
·;- J ,J II 
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Figure LB. Theme A. 
- . 
Figure l9 . Theme B. 
"' 
"' 
lkcllal pn•paration for first and 
second movements 
Krammer's works are typical of the Classical period. By per-
forming this Concerto the writer worked for careful control of 
29 
dynamic levels in all registers. The writer also worked to acquire 
the required technical control of all fast moving passages at any 
dynamic level. By realizing the technical and dynamic limitations 
of the clarinet, the write r has a deeper respect for both composer 
and p<•durmcr of thr 1800's . 
l'hr wrlt<'r has also gained an insight into tltt> Classical ~Lylr. 
Thl~ Concerto exemplifies tlw classical principles of constructing a 
movcmcnl on the basis of sections in related keys and organizing 
themes in a regular pattern of two or four measure Lengths. These 
ideas result in highly symmetrical melodic periods. The writer also 
learned the basic principle of us i ng themes of contrasting nature 
withln a movement. 
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SONATA IN F MINOR 
by 
Johannes Brahms, Op. l20 , No. l 
About the composer 
Brahms' (l833-l897) music inspired reactions both for and 
against it, and in many respects is not easy for the listener to 
grasp. His melodies, though beautiful and well-constructed, are not 
easy to sing and are often rhythmically complex. What Brahms does 
offer is a strong sense of organization and development of his 
material, which the writer feels develops into a deep emotional 
involvement for both performer and listener. 
Brahms ' works include lieder, piano works, symphonies, 
concertos, and chamber works. The Clarinet Trio, Op. ll4, Clarinet 
Quintet Op . LlS, and the two Clarinet Sonatas, one in F minor (No. l) 
and the other in E-flat Major (No. 2), Op. l20, are included in the 
" grouping of chamber music, and were written for Richard Muhlfeld 
of Meininge n. 
Death came to the composer at the age of 64. Leaving his music 
to be studied and admired by those who perform or listen to it. 
SONATA IN F MINOR 
by 
Johannes Brahms 
About the first movement 
Th~ first movement is in Sonata Allegro form: exposition, 
dt•vt·loplll~nt, and recapitulation. fh<' dev<'lopmc nt section develops 
t lwuws 8 and C more ex lens tve ty Lh n theme A, and the harmonic and 
rhythmic patterns of the accompaniment in the recapitulation are 
variations of those in the exposttion. 
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Measures Form 
Introduction 
l-4 F1gure 20 
5-24 Ex{!OS it ion: 
Theme A, 
Figure 20 
25-37 Theme A 
extended and 
developed 
38-52 Theme B, 
Figure 2l 
53 - 76 Theme C, 
Figure 22 
77-89 Closing 
section 
Me ladies 
played by 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Clarinet 
38-39, piano 
clarinet has 
from 40-52 
Clarinet 
l. Piano 
2. Ornament 
in clarinet 
part 
Key 
f minor 
f minor 
b-flat minor 
b-flat minor 
c minor 
Many two 
measures key 
changes end 
in A-flat 
Major 
Contour and 
structure 
Descending by 
oct 
Generally 
ascending 
Descending. 
Triplet figu r e 
used to develop 
theme 
Generally 
descend 
Ascending to 6 7 
Descending to 76 
Descending 
Accompaniment 
5-ll, full 
chords. 6-24, 
dotted eighth 
and sixteenth 
note rhythm 
Half and 
quarter notes 
alternating 
with triplets 
Full chords 
using half 
and qua rcer 
notes 
Alberti Bass 
Full chords 
moving 
descending by 
quarter notes 
Measures 
90-llS 
ll6-ll9 
l20-l29 
l30-l37 
l38-l45 
Form 
Development 
Theme A and B 
B is the 
dominant theme 
Theme B 
varied 
Theme C 
Introductory 
mat 
Reca pitulation 
Theme A 
Melodies 
played by 
l. Piano has 
theme A 
fragments 
2. Clarinet 
has t heme B 
Clarinet 
Fragments 
alternating 
between 
clarinet and 
piano 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Key 
90-lOO f 
minor 
C- s ha rp 
minor 
f - sharp 
minor 
c -s harp 
minor 
f minor 
Contour and 
structure 
Descending, 
JIJ. )TJ I 
Rhythm 
alternating 
betwee n piano 
and clarinet 
Rhythm changes to 
create intensity 
and exc itement 
Descending 
Descending 
Ascending 
Accompaniment 
Half and 
quarter notes 
above, 
fragment of 
theme A 
Syncopation 
and trip let 
rhythm 
Metody on top 
part of piano 
part , and 
full chords 
below 
Triplet figure 
~e tod les Contour and 
Measures Form etaved b~ Ke:t s true ture Accom2:animent 
t46-t52 Transition Clarinet f tilinor Descend ing Alberti Bass 
t53-l55 Theme B Piano f minor Ascending Pu ll chords 
(Introduction be low me lodic 
to theme B) line 
l55-t67 Theme B Clarinet f minor Ascending Half and 
quarter noLe s. 
Full chords 
l68-t9t Theme C t68 - l7l, piano f minor Ascending to 184 Albert l Bass 
172-182, Descending to 191 
clarinet 
182 -184 ' piano 
185-191, 
clarinet 
192-205 Closing Clarinet f minor Descending Full chords 
section mov ing in 
quarter notes 
Coda 
206-213 Theme A. Clarinet b-flat minor Ascending Full chords 
materiaL us ing half 
notes 
Nelodies Contour and 
Measures Form elaved b~ Key s true ture AccomEaniment 
214-226 Free section Clarinet f minor Ascending, Full chords 
triplet pattern below a 
at a slower tempo triplet 
figure 
227-236 Introductory 227-230, f minor Desc nding Full chords 
material piano using dotted. 
231-233, half notes 
clarinet 
---
.... Sonata 
..._ 
.... a..- ........ 
...,... ............ 
~-·~:;~~:ji;jiii~~:~::,::; 
"""" -.r 1 r y t~_J, ' J 
"==' - ~ 
Figure 20. Introduction and Theme A. 
Figure 2l. Theme B. 
Figure 22 . Continued 
Figure 22 . Theme C. 
About t..he second movement 
SONATA IN F MINOR 
by 
Johannes Brahms 
38 
The second movement is in ternary form: A 11: 8 A : II . Theme A 
is repeated four clines during the progression of the total movement. 
Mon• complexity is added to the form by changing tonalities many 
times throughout each section of the movement. 
Mc>lod ies Contour and 
Measures Form (!lB;i d b:t Kev structure Accoml:!ant:nent 
Part I 
1-22 Theme A, Clar!n..c A-flat ~ajor Descend log Half not s 
Figure 23 moving in 
thirds 
Part II 
23-40 Theme B, Clarinet 23-24 . Asc nding Alberti Sass 
Figure 24 D-flat :-!ajor 
25-26. 
C-flat :-!ajor 
27 - 30. 
A-fIat to 
D- fIat ~lajor 
31-32, 
D-flat Major 
33-34, 
C-f lat !-1ajor 
35-t.O, 
A- flat to 
E- flat Major 
Trans it ion 
41-48 Theme A, Piano 4 t-4~ t Descending Found in the 
va ried E-flat Major clarinet part 
Figure 25 45 -48, 
c-~!ajor 
.... 
.., 
Melodtes Contour and 
Measures Form ~Lr.;:ted by Ke:t: structure Accome;animent 
Part III 
49-7 L Theme A C Lllrinet A-flat Major 49-58, th me oct. Alberti Bass 
Lower than at the 
beginning 
59-68, theme Like 
that found at the 
beginning 
7L - 74 Theme B, Pie no A- flat Major Descending Found in the 
va ried clarinet part 
75-81 Theme A, Clarinet A- flat Major Descending Fu II chords 
varied 
Figure 23 . Theme A. 
Figure 24 . Theme B. 
Figure 25. Theme A varied . 
About the third movement 
SONATA IN F MINOR 
by 
Johannes Brahms 
43 
The third movement is divided into three parts, with each part 
containing two themes. Part I contains themes A and B; part II, 
themes C and D; and part III contains theme A and B. The over-
all form of the movement is ternary using four themes instead of 
two. 
Melodies Contour and 
Measures Form eLa)!ed b)! Kev structure Accom2antment 
Part I 
l-8 Theme A, Clarinet minor Oesc nd ing Full chords 
Figure 26 
9-16 Theme A, Piano minor Oesc nding Clarinet 
Figure 27 inverts part 
of the theme 
17-28 Theme B, Clarinet A-flat Major Ascending Full chords 
derived from using quarter 
inversion of note pattern 
Theme A, 
Figure 28 
29-47 Theme A 29 -3 5 piano A-flat Major Ascending Quarter note 
varied and 35- 7 pat cern, 
extended clarinet generalLy 
moving in 
octaves 
Part II 
1, 8-55 Theme C, Piano f minor Descending Augmentation 
Figure 29 of theme C 
56-63 Theme C, Piano f minor Descending SimiLar to 
Figure 30 measures 
48-55 
Me 1od les Contour and 
Measures Form [!1a)!ed b~ Kex structure Accom2animent 
64-79 Tneme D, C1annet f minor Ascending Fragments 
Figure 31 tneme C 
80-91 Tneme c, Botn clarinet f m1nor Descending Moving tn 
varied and plano th lrds 
Part III 
92-99 Theme A C lar ineL minor D scend ing Fu 11 chords 
using half 
and quarter 
notes 
100-107 Tneme A Plano minor Descend lng Eignch note 
pat tern 
moving 1n 
contrary 
motion to the 
melody 
108-ll9 Theme B C1ar l net 108 - 113' ASC<'nd lng 
f minor ) .... 
114 - 119. moving in 
b-flat minor contrary 
motion to 
melody 
120-137 Tneme A, 120-124' 119-124' Ascending ). varied and piano f minor 
extended 125-136' 125-137. rhythm 
c !a riner A-flat ~!ajor pattern used 
~ 
"' 
Figure 26. Theme A. 
Figure 28. Theme B. 
Figure 27. Theme A. 
Figure 29. Theme C. Figure 31. Theme D. 
Figure 30. Theme C. 
Aboul Lh e fourth movement 
SONAIA IN F MINOR 
by 
Johannes Brahms 
The Rondo form in the fourth movemenL is used in Sonatas as a 
joyful or playful conclusion to the Sonata. There are two schemes 
u•ed by composers. One is the A 8 A 8 A form, and the second is 
A R A C A It is this A 8 A C A form that Brahms uses for the 
fourth movement of Sonata in minor . 
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Melodies Contour and 
Measures Form ela;r:ed b:r: ~~EV structure Accomeaniment 
t-8 Theme A, part Piano F Major Descending Alberti Bass 
I, Figure 32 
9-t6 Theme A, part 
II, Figure 32 
Piano a minor Descending Alberti Bass 
17-24 Theme A, part 13-20, piano A Major Descending Alberti Bass 
Ill, Figure 32 21-24. 
c larinct 
25-3 t Theme A, Clarinet 25 - 27, Ascending Alberti Bass 
part II F Major 
28-31, 
A Major 
32-37 Theme A, CLarinet F Major Descending Full chords 
part I added to 
Alberti Bass 
38-4 t Transitions l Piano F Major Descending Similar to 
material measures 
32-37 
42-46 Theme B, Piano d minor Descending Triplet 
Figure 33 figure in 
clarinet part 
!1e Lod ies Contour and Measures Form ~l&;ted b:t Ke:t structure Accom~animent 
47-53 Theme B, Clarinet d minor Descending Triplet Figure 33 pattern 
moving in 
thirds and 
sixths 
54-6l Transition Theme A mo tif d minor Desc nd lng Full chords Figure 34 alter nating 
clarinet and 
plano 
62-76 Theme A, Clarinet F Major Descending Repeated part I 
sixths 
77-84 Theme A, Clarinet a minor Descending Broken chords part II 
mixed with 
full chords 
85-92 Theme A, Piano moving A Ma jor Descending part III octaves 
93-lOO Theme A Clarinet A Major Asc nd ing 93-95, 
fra gment s of 
theme A, 
part I 
to t-t04 Inter tude Piano A Major Descending Eighth no tes 
moving in 
sixt hs 
"' 0 
Me Lodas Contour and 
Measures Form I!L•·ted b~ Key structure Accoml!animent 
LOS- L 12 Theme A, part Alternating A l".ajor Ascerullng Moving in 
II varied and betueen thirds and 
extended clarinet sixths 
and piano 
LL3· LL8 Transition Alternating d minor Descending Octaves and 
c Lar inec th irds 
and piano 
LL9-L4L Theme C, ALternating 119-122, Ascending Fu LL chords 
Figure 35 piano and d minor 
clarinet ( piano) 
123 - 137, 
A Ma jor 
(clarinet) 
138-140, 
F Major 
(piano) 
142-149 Themes A and Theme A, b·flat minor Ascending 
B combined cLar1net 
Theme B, 
piano 
150-153 Theme B 
varied 
Clarinet Ascending Syncopation 
154- 162 Transition Piano b -flat minor Ascending Half and 
whole notes 
in the 
clar inet part 
Melodies Contour and Measures Form eta:z:ed b:z: Key structure Accom2animent 
163-191 Theme A, P1ano B-flat m1nor Descending 163, half and part I A Xajor quarter notes 
F Major 174, eighth 
no tes 
179, half 
notes 
184. off 
beats 
186, 
syncopation 
192-199 Theme A, part 
III, varied 
Clarinet A Major Descend lng Syncopation 
200-206 Theme A, Clarinet A Major D scend ing Repeated part II fourths and 
thirds 
207-219 Coda: Theme A Clarinet F ~lajor Ascending Eighth notes 
using repeated 
sixths 
--
.. . . 
.. 
Figure 32 . Continued 
Figure 32. Theme A. 
Figure 33 . Theme B. 
Figure 34 . Transition ma terial . 
Figure 35 . Theme C. 
lkcltal prt•poralion for all 
mov(•mcnt R 
ln th<' first movement the distanc<' bc>tween i ntervals in the 
melody created the major concern . It was a problem of making both 
the top not and bottom note speak equally and smoothly . It was 
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found that by maintain i ng a basically co nstant air stream, by making 
slight adjustments in embouchure, and by slight ly forcing the oir at 
the mom<'nt of the upward or downward leap the passage could be 
play d with convincing smoothness. 
Setting a mood of total peace and tranquility became important 
1n the s cond movement. In addition to dynamic contrast, and mellow-
ness of tone, a mo r e relaxed, less interrupted mood had to be set by 
sustaining long phrases to their completion. Due to the extrem~ 
leng h or the phrases and the slow t('mpo of the piece it was found 
impossible to sustain some phrases their full length. The challenge 
was to learn to breathe so as to release and attack notes without 
any noticeable break in the intensity of the phrase, and without any 
tempo change. 
The mood of the third movement i~ a little more light, refresh-
lng and agile than the second movement. Two considerations were 
important in the phrasing . First, themes A and B had to be sustained 
to keep them from sounding fragmented, and second , the latter part 
of theme D and the return of theme C makes a very lengthy segment 
and it requires a short sharp climb to the climax (measures 76-80), 
and a long descent to the end of rhe theme (measur es 81-89). The 
problem of the phrase is being able to control the ascent and the 
descent Lo and from the climax so that thr listener can hear a 
gradual change in dynamic levels rather than an abrupt one. 
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Th challenge of the fourth movement came in getting the piano 
and clarinet to play exactly together rhythmically. It was found 
that the greatest difficulty came in sections that contain triplet 
figurrs in the clarinet part and a syncopatlon figure in the piano, 
or combination of triplets in both clarinet and piano parts . 
About the composer 
SONA TE 
by 
Paul IIJnd~mith 
58 
Shortly after the Nazis go incd control of Germany, the govern-
ml'nt began dictating musical standards Only music conforming to 
that standard was encouraged . It was during this period that Paul 
Hindemith was considered by the Nazi government to be an undesirable 
influence on Ge rman music. For years the name Paul Hindemith had 
dominated modern Ge rman music. Hls banishment fr om Ge rmany came as 
a grout •urprise to the world. ll indemith's works had been p rformed 
Internationally, and very few musicians would disagree that he wa s 
one of the most powerful forces in modl'rn music. 
During the years of his banishment (1935-1945) Hindemith under-
took, among other things, the task of writing for many of the wood-
wind instruments of the orchestra . Sonatas were written for flute, 
oboe, clarinet, french horn, english horn, trombone, harp and string 
bass with plano accompaniment. The work discussed here comes from 
this group. Harmonies during this period and during t he last portion 
of his life were based on the free use of the twelve chromatic tones 
of the octave around a definite tonal center. Quartal and tertial 
harmonies and an interest in contrapuntal writing dominate his 
works. 
lllndemlth was born in l89S, and d led in 1963. His works are 
written wilh frequently dissonant harmonies and in a frequently 
contrapuntal idiom. The formal structures and tonal pr incipals of 
th~ Baroqu~ and Classical perlods greatly influenced his music. 
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About the first movement 
SONAfE 
by 
Paul llindcmilh 
60 
Extreme repetition of motifs and constant reference to previous 
material supply the necessary elem nts to keep unity and give 
varl ty to the first movement . 
Measures 
l-7 
7-10 
ll-14 
15-21 
22-31 
31-36 
37-46 
Form 
Expos it ion 
Theme A, 
Figure 36 
Fragment of 
Theme A, 
Figure 37 
Theme A, 
Figure 38 
Theme A, 
Figure 39 
Theme B, part 
l, Figure 40 
Theme B, par t 
II, Figure 40 
Theme A 
He lod les 
played by 
C lar lne t 
Piano and 
c la r inel 
Cannon be tween 
piano and 
clarinet 
Clar tnec 
Clarin t 
Clarin t 
Clar in t 
Contour and structure 
Generally outlines the 
interval of a fourth 
Ascending 
Ascending 
Ascending Meter 
changes between 2/4 
and 3/4 
Ascendtng . Melody 
built on fourths 
Desce nding to measure 
34, then ascending to 
measure 36 
Descending using 
rhythmic motif found 
in part 1 of theme A 
Accompaniment 
Chords built on the 
interval of a fifth 
and its inversion 
Rhythm of theme A 
used 
Tertia l harmony 
Moving eighth notes in 
the piano part 
Me ter changes from 2/4 
to 3/ 4 
Ascending by quarter 
notes 
M£ lod ies 
Measures Form ela)!ed b:t Contour and structure Accom E:animent 
47-53 Trans itional Clarinet Descending using Tr iplets and dot ted 
triplets and dotted eighth notes 
s i.xteenth notes 
Develoement 
Section 
53-75 Theme B 55, clarinet Ascending by using the Meter is 9/8. Use of 
60, c larinet interval of a fourth triplets 
65, canno n 
clarinet and 
piano 
76-92 Theme B Clarinet Ascending by fourths Meter changes 
between 6/8, 9/8 
and 3/4 
93-99 Theme B Clarin t Rhythmic dimunation, 95 - 99 cannon between 
mPter 3/ Melodic clarinet and piano 
line ascending 
Recaeitu la t ion 
l00-l09 Theme A, Clarinet Ascending by fourths Meter 2/4. Tretnelo 
varied effect used for 
accompaniment 
ll0-ll9 Theme B Clarinet Par t II descending, Meter shifts f rom 
part ll part I ascending 2/4 to 3/4 
piano, partial 
"' N 
Measures Form 
t25-l34 Theme B 
l35-l39 Transition 
140-150 Theme A 
151-155 Theme A 
155-162 Theme A 
162-173 Theme A 
Melodies 
played by 
Cl3rinet 
Pill nO 
Clarinet 
Cannon within 
piano part 
Clarinet 
Piano 
Contour and structure 
Descending by using the 
following motifs 
fJJIJJ id ; / 
f J J I J P } I 
Triplet figure ascending 
by octaves 
Slower more rel xed, 
descending measures 
l40-l45, ascending 
146-150 
Ascending, dotted 
eighths and sixteenths 
Extended by repetition 
of a motif 
162, descending 
l67, ascending 
Accompaniment 
Piano uses fragments 
of theme B, part III 
Clarinet part us es 
fragments of theme A 
Dotted ha 1fs and 
quarter noces 
descending 
Rhythmic fragments 
of theme A 
Octave leaps in 
c 1arinet part 
SO AT 
Figure 38 . Th me A. 
Figure 36. Theme A. 
Figure 37 . Fragment Theme A. Figure 39 . Theme A. 
Figure 40 . Theme B. 
About the second movement 
SONATE 
by 
PauL Hindcmlth 
The second movement reflects many of the ideas found in the 
flr"t. The form is ternary with theme A of the first section 
dlvltlt-d into four parts and th~mc• Jl, second sect ion, dividrd Into 
two portft 
Measures Form 
Part I 
l-5 Theme A, part 
l, Figure 41 
6-ll Theme A, par t 
1, extended 
Figure 42 
12-15 Theme A, part 
2, Figure 43 
16-21 Theme A, part 
3, Figure 44 
22-25 Theme A, part 
4, Figure 45 
~ 
26-30 Variation 
theme A, 
part l 
Me lod les 
played by 
Clarinet 
Clarinet 
Clarinet 
Clar ln~t 
Clarinet 
Piano : melody 
in octaves 
Contour and structure 
Descending 
Descending to 
mcasur 8 
Ascending by an eighth 
note pattern 
Ascending by large 
interval kips 
Descending· Used to 
close theme A, and 
also the first section 
Desc ending Lo measure 
28, then ascending to 
measure 30 
Accompaniment 
Repeated thirds, 
mixed with full 
chords 
Opening mo tif to 
theme A found in the 
piano par t 
Full chords using 
half and quarter 
notes 
Full chords using a 
syncopated rhythm 
Full chords using 
quarter note pattern 
Half notes in 
clarinet, alternat i ng 
with the opening 
motif to theme A, 
part l 
Measures 
31-36 
37-40 
40-45 
46 -49 
50-66 
67-7 5 
Form 
Theme A, 
exte nd ed 
Theme A, 
2, varied 
Theme A 
Theme A 
Parr Il l 
Theme B, 
Figure 46 
Themes B, 
and theme 
F i gure 47 
part 
A 
Melodies 
played by 
Piano : melody 
in octaves 
Pia no 
Piano 
Clarinet and 
piano 
Cla r 1nct 
Piano - B 
Clar i net-A 
Contour and structure 
Descending 
Rhy thm uses a triplet 
fi gure, i n t he m lodic 
line 
Piano part ascends by 
leap, clarinet pan 
ascends by fourths 
Descends in the 
cla r inet part, 
ascends in the piano 
part 
Smoo ther and more 
relaxe d tha n th me A 
Ascend i ng 
Accompaniment 
Half no t es in 
clarinet, alternating 
with the open 
motif to theme A, 
pa rt 1 
Clarine t ex te nds 
theme A 
C tar i ne t extends 
theme A 
Full chords 
Ost i na t o pattern 
Measures 
76-84 
84-88 
89-95 
96-104 
L04-LI.2 
Form 
Transit ion: 
fragments of 
t heme A 
Theme A 
Theme A 
Th.eme A, par t 
L and part 2 
Theme A 
Melodies 
played by 
Clarinet 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Part l, 
piano 
part 2, 
clarinet 
Clarinet 
Contour and structure 
Ascending at the end 
of each fragment 
Ascending 
Ascending, using 
follow ing motif 
1 - r -
, J 
Part L descends by 
step wise motion. 
Part 2 ascends by 
Leap. Contrapuntal 
development between 
the clarinet part and 
the piano part 
Descending 
Accompaniment 
Half and quarter 
note moving contrary 
motion to the 
melodic line 
Fra gments of theme A J 
part L in the 
clarinet part 
Fragments of theme 
A, part l 
Full chord s on each 
count 
11 
Js-i bt:r •L 
Figure 4t. Theme A, part l. 
Figure 42 . Theme A, part l, extended . 
..... 
0 
... ,._ 
Figure 43. Theme A, part 2. 
Figure 45 . Theme A, part 4 . 
Figure 44. Theme A, part 3 . 
J 
[,r 
Figure 46. Theme B. Figure 47 . Themes A and B. 
J 
..... 
N 
About the third moveme nt 
SONATE 
by 
Pau I Ill ndrmlth 
Th<.> third movement is very slow, featuring an ornately woven 
solo line over an intricately made polyphonic background. The 
entire movement demands a constant use of chromatics in order to 
modulate from one tonality to another. 
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Measure 
l-7 
7-8 
8-l2 
l3 - l4 
LS-20 
Form 
Theme A, part 
I, Figure 48 
Theme A 
part I 
Theme A 
Figure 49 
Interlude 
Figure 50 
Theme A, part 
I Figure Sl 
Theme 
played by 
CLarinet 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Piano 
Cannon between 
clarinet and 
piano 
Contour and structure 
Rhythmic figure 
ascending 
Ascending 
Slight descent to 
lead to theme A 
Octave in piano. 
Clarinet part a half 
count behind piano. 
Contour is ascending 
Accompaniment 
Chord built on two 
notes plus their 
inversion 
Eighths and quarter 
notes found in the 
bass clef of piano 
part 
Chords built on 
inversion of 
intervals . Chords 
moving in an eighth 
note pattern 
Rhythmic sequence a 
half count later 
than piano 
Harmony using 
fourths and fifths 
Measures Form 
Part III 
21 -26 Theme A 
Figure 52 
27-30 Closing 
sect ion 
theme A 
part I 
materia 1 
varied 
Figur e 53 
31 -38 Theme B, part 
I, Figure 54 
39-41 Theme 8, part 
II, Figure 55 
41-46 Interlude 
46-52 Theme B 
part I 
Theme 
played by 
C Lar 1net 
Piano 
31-33 clarinet 
33-34 piano 
Piano 
Clari net 
46-48 piano 
48-50 clarinet 
50-52 clarinet 
and piano 
Contour and structure 
Ascending using 
opening motif of 
theme A, part I 
Descending 
idea taken from theme A 
part I 
Ascending by seconds 
and fourths 
Ascending 
Descending in c larine t 
ascending in piano 
Accompaniment 
Full chords using 
major and minor 
thirds 
Eighth note pattern 
Descending quarter 
and eighth notes 
moving in fourths 
Ch romatics lly 
ascending in quarter 
notes 
Cannon in piano part 
Measures 
53 - 55 
55-59 
60-77 
78-84 
85- 92 
Form 
Theme B 
part II 
Transition 
Theme A, part 
I, extended 
Theme A 
Theme A 
par t II 
Me ladies 
pLayed by 
CLarinet 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Alternating 
clarinet, piano, 
cLarinet 
Clari net 
Contour and structure 
Ascending by rhythmic 
sequence 
Ascending by rhythmic 
sequence 
Ascending by using the 
full theme three times 
60 phrase starting on g 
66 phrase starting on c# 
68 reaching its full 
height by extending 
theme A part I 
72 extension then 
descends 
Descending by using the 
full phrase 
Ascending in 90 and 
descending in 92 
Accompaniment 
Polytonality; two 
different chords 
played at the same 
time. 
Chords built on 
fourth and fifth 
Ostinato figure 
Rhythmic change in 
accompaniment used 
to add intensity to 
the melody 
Ostinato pattern 
Re petitive type 
Figure 48. Theme A, part l . 
Figure 49. Theme A. 
Fi gure 50 . Interlude. 
Figure Sl . Theme A, part l. 
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Figure 52 . Theme A. 
Figure 54 . Theme B, part l. 
Figure 53. Closing section . 
Figure 55. Theme B, part 2 . 
About the fourth movement 
SONATE 
by 
Paul Hindemith 
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Movement four is perky, light, and a rather simple piece using 
three major themes . HindemiLh uses a series of cannons between 
clarinet and piano, and also between the piano part itself . 
Measures 
L-6 
6-LL 
LL- 15 
16-21 
21-23 
24-30 
31-34 
Form 
A Section 
Theme A, 
Figure 56 
Theme A, 
Figure 57 
Interlude 
Theme A 
Transitional 
B Section 
Theme B, part 
l, Figure 58 
Theme B, part 
L, Figure 59 
Melodies 
played by 
Cla rinet 
Piano 
Piano 
CLarinet 
Pi.gno and 
clarinet 
CLarinet 
Clarinet 
Contour and str ucture 
Melody starts and ends 
on third space C. 
Descends by step or 
thirds 
Ascending by leap . 
Trills used to increase 
variety in the melody 
Descending 
Ascends by Leap, melody 
starts on Low g 
Descends in piano , 
clarinet remains on 
one note 
Begi nning note is 
f-sharp ending note 
is f. Descends by 
seconds and thirds 
Ascending by thirds 
and sixths 
Accompaniment 
Ostinato pattern 
WhoLe and half notes 
in clarinet part 
Ostinato pattern 
Poly harmony 
Rhythm change in 
accompaniment 
00 
0 
Measures Form 
34-40 Interlude 
using a cannon 
effect in the 
piano 
4l-45 Theme B 
part l 
A Section 
45-48 Transition 
using theme A 
49-54 Theme A 
extended 
c Sect ion 
55-6l Th ree voice 
cannon using 
theme C 
Figure 60 
Melodies 
played by 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Piano 
piano 
clarinet 
ConLour and structure 
Ascending 
Cannon is one measure 
apart 
Ascending by fourths 
Descending by major 
seconds and thirds 
Beginning on f iF and 
ending on b-flat 
Ascending by leaps 
Descending in step-
wise motion 
Ascending by leaps 
Descending in step-
wise motion 
Ascending (generally) 
Accompanime nt 
Rhythmic sequence in 
the clarinet part 
Harmony using octaves 
and fifths 
Extension of theme B 
part l in the 
clarinet 
Quarter note pattern 
moving the interval 
of a tenth 
Cannon uses octaves 
in each entrance of 
the piano part 
CD 
Measures Form 
61 - 64 Tlleme c 
Figure 60 
65-70 Theme C 
cannon two 
counts apart 
70-72 Transition 
A Section 
73-77 Theme A 
78-88 Theme A 
extended 
B Section 
89-93 Theme 8 
Melodies 
played by 
Clarinet 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Piano 
Contour and structure 
GeneraLly ascending 
Generally ascending 
by octaves 
Rhythmic sequence 
using the notes f 
and c 
Ascending by leaps 
Descending in step-
wise motion 
Ascending rhythmic 
sequence used to 
extend theme 
Ascending by thirds 
and sixths 
Descending in step-
wise mot ion 
Accompaniment 
Ostinato pattern 
using 8 flat 
seventh chords 
Free clarinet line 
above the theme 
None 
Rhythmic sequence in 
the clarinet 
Chords built on 4th 
and 5ths moving in 
half and quarter 
notes 
Moving quarter notes 
in contrary motion 
00 
"' 
Measures 
94-99 
lOO - l02 
l03-l05 
l05 - LLO 
lll-ll5 
Form 
Theme B 
fragments 
Cannon using 
theme B 
Transition 
A Section 
Theme A 
New rna ter ia l 
Melodies 
played by 
Clarinet 
Pi11no and 
clarinet. 
Piano 
Clarinet 
Clarinet 
Contour and structure 
Theme B fragment used 
three times, third 
time fragment is 
ex tended 
Piano starts the 
cannon. Clarinet 
enters on count three 
Theme ascends by 
thirds and sixths 
Descends in step-wise 
motion 
Variation of theme B 
Ascending by leaps 
Generally descending 
by step-wise motion or 
a leap of a third or 
fourth 
Ascending 
Accompaniment 
Harmony using octaves 
and fifths 
Quarter note pattern 
found in bass staff 
of piano part 
Theme extended in 
the clarinet part 
Same as at the 
beginning 
Full chords 
Measures Form 
ll5 - ll9 Theme A 
Melodies 
played bv 
llS-clarinet 
part 
Contour and structure 
Descending. Tonal 
center of B-flat 
Accompaniment 
Altering fragments 
of theme A with 
clarinet and piano 
Figure 58. Theme B, part L. 
Figure 57. Theme A. 
Figure 59 . Theme B, part L. 
Figure 60. Continued 
Figure 60. Theme C. 
Rcc ita L pre paration for aLL 
four movements 
SONATE 
by 
Paul H indemi t h 
l:l7 
The writer and accompanist found the major obstacle in pre paring 
the first movement was the difficul ty in maintaining precise rhythmic 
agreeme nt between the clarinet a nd piano parts. Because of the 
rhythmic comp lexity, use of triplets against quarce r notes, cannon 
sequences between the c larinet and piano, and consta nt meter changes 
the Development section became the hardest portion of the movement. 
To so lv e this problem the writer found it necessary to make doubly 
s ure that every e ntrance was made prec isely at the right time . 
The opening statement of the second movement was difficult to 
play crisply at the soft dynamic level called for . By slightly 
increasi ng the dynamic level the artic ulation became easier and 
more c haracte ristic o f the s pright ly na ture of the p iece . Theme A, 
parL 3, did not seem to prese nt a problem when practicing alone, but 
with the addition of the syncopated piano part, rhythmic accuracy 
betwee n the two parts was Lost . Neithe r part was particularly 
complex alone, but in combination they proved to be a serious prob-
l em. The prob l em was overcome by practicing with a metronome to get 
counts one and two in the correct place, and the last four eighth 
notes even and not rushed. It was also found that by putting a rest 
In place of Lh0 tied eighth note, the last three eighths seemed to 
fall nl Llll· rigi1L lime. 
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Movemt•nl Lhn·e : The major problem was bcing able to sustain 
Lhc long phrases. This was particularly serious with theme A a nd 
the ostinato patterns in the clarinet part. Even though there were 
frequent short rests, no breaths could be taken without making the 
melodic line sound broken. Careful planning of the placement and 
size of breaths was necessary in order to keep continuity in the 
movement. In general the phrases were eight measures long, with a 
few short rests through each phrase. Because of the tempo and 
distances between breaths, each breath had to be quick and deep in 
order to carry to the next phrase. 
Dynamic problems were present throughout the entire fourth 
movement. Musically the problem was getting the necessary contrast 
between one statement of themeatic material and the next . It was 
decided that the over-all dynamic level of the movement would be 
soft, building to a loud middle section, and then returning to the 
soft level near to th~ ~nJ. Alternation of dynamic levels is one 
item that adds variety and excitement to each theme, and consider-
able suspense to the movement as a whole. 
89 
CONCLUSION 
The recital was performed and the report was written in ful-
fillment of the requirements for a master1s degree in music educa-
tio n . By doing both1 the writer has acquired a greater insight into 
the importance of good music education and educators in the public 
schools. Too often stud en t s are taught n<'ither the importance of 
musical notation nor the basic id<'aS of inl<' rpretation . Before 
these things can eve n begin to be taught to the student, the 
instructor must have a thorough understanding of these ideas and a 
knowledge of many ways of showing the students these fundame ntal 
things. 
By doing both a paper and a recital two major concepts have 
been added to the writer's teaching outline. One is the importance 
of expression, and the second relates to form and analysis. In the 
chart below certain elements of each are discussed, along with their 
importance, and possible teaching techniques useful in developing 
these understandings in students. 
Element of 
expression 
Dynamics 
Staccato 
articuLation 
Important factors 
l. Constant breath support, 
and support of the 
embouchure 
2. Understand limitations of 
each instrument 
l. Constant intensity of air 
pressure 
Ways of teaching 
l. Woodwinds should practice slurring 
octaves and register skips . Brass 
should practice the same concept 
only using the harmonics that are 
playab le with each va lve 
I t -- , I ,...  r' I ---r !""r" -~ 1 I . 1 F 1 I : 
2. Various dynamic levels, crescendos 
and dimensions can be put into this 
exercise, making sure that there is 
not a break in the sound at point 
of skip 
l. Demonstrate the ability of each 
instrument to play at extreme 
dynamic levels. This shows that 
some of the instruments can play 
softer or louder than others 
l. Pitches will not have a break in 
sound if intensity is even 
2. If intensity is not constant the 
staccato note will sound like the 
following example Looks 
} Art~ } 
"' 0 
Element of 
expression 
Staccato 
articutation 
Important factors 
2. Use of the tongue to stare 
and stop each staccato 
note 
Ways of ceaching 
l. With pressure and intensity 
remaining the same, and the t ongue 
stopping the pitch, the sound should 
be as short as the example looks 
Ji'n ~ f,.n ,~~-~ }, ~, 
2 . Exercise to acquire concept of 
staccato notes 
J J J J 
Breath and 
tongue normal 
Breath constant -
tongue stopping 
the note 
3. Exercise does two things: 
a. Helps develop the idea of keeping 
the air pressure at the reed or 
mouthpiece at all times 
b . Helps stop students from taking 
a breath between each duration 
of pitch 
4. If pressure leaves one can definitely 
tell that the note is stopped with 
the tongue, opposite occurs if 
pressure is there at all times 
Element of 
expression 
Legato 
articulation 
Slurs 
Important factors 
l. Tongue does not stop the 
air stream, but remains 
as far away from it as 
possible 
l . Cor~nection between finger 
movement a nd breath 
intensity 
Ways of teaching 
l. Same idea that was used with the 
staccato, except when done correctly 
one duration should almost connect 
to the other 
l. Work in both registers of clarinet 
or other woodwind instruments. Brass 
players should pick a tonality and 
work one full octave 
2 . Skips of the same i nterval may also 
be used . Example fourths, fifths, 
octaves, etc. 
3. Notes will not speak unless air 
intens i ty is constant 
4. Extra notes will sound if fingers 
are not moving evenly 
Elements 
Themes : Contour, 
fragmentation, 
contrapuntal Lines 
Keys 
Accompaniment 
figures 
Closing sections, 
and transitional 
material 
Importance of each element 
L. To know the major ideas so that the important ideas are first 
recognized by the performer, and then the major ideas carried from 
the performer to the audience. 
2. If themes are fragmented it is important to be able to recognize 
them so that they may be heard above the Less important parts . 
3. Before any expression can be us ed in a plece, one must und erstand 
the relationship of each theme to the over-all effect of the piece . 
L. Various keys set different moods for the themes. As the key 
changes, one must become aware of a possible expression change in 
the theme. 
2. It is also very necessary to recognize key changes in order to help 
students get the right pitches of the changing harmonies. 
L. Set up all harmonic ideas and carries the primary rhythmic unity of 
aLl pieces. 
L. These are impor tant because they set up key changes for each theme, 
and introduce new material for the listener. 
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